This paper proposes two techniques for low-complexity rate-distortion (U-D) optimized streaming ofpacketized video. These techniques enable computing packct transmissinn schedules which satisfy a constraint on the avcragc transmission rate while at the same time minimizing the average end-to-end distortion. optimized packet schedules arc computed with considerably Iowcr complcxity as comparcd to convenlinlial algorithms for R-D optimized streaming, which makes these techniques suitable for on-line optimized streaming. Simulation experiments examine thc performance of the proposed techniques using JVT/H.264 encoded video sequences and previous frame errm concealment. Thc two tcchniques demonStldk! suhstantial perfb~dIICe gains of 2-8 dB over a conventionaf strcaming system that is not R-D optimized, which corresponds to a significant fraction of the gain achieved by current (highcomplexity) U-D optimized schemes. Furthermore. this prformancc improvement is achievcd with a complexity comparable to that of the conventional, non-R-D optimized, system.
INTRODUCTION
The basic goal of video streaming over the Internet is to maximize the reconstructed quality at the receiver, while overcoming the challenges of time-varying throughput, packet loss, and delays. A recent advance in streaming technology is the emergence of Rate-Distortion Optimized (RaDiO) streaming techniques [I-31 that take into account packet importance and knowledge about the channel in a Lagrangian rate-distortion cost function J = D+XR.
In this approach, schedules of packet transmissions are computed such that a constraint on the average transmission rate is met while minimizing at the same time the average end-to-end distortion.
The performance improvements of the RaDiO techniques reported to date relative to non-Lagrangian heuristics are very encouraging.
A framework for RaDiO sender-driven streaming of packetized media has been proposed in [3] . The flexibility of the framework has allowed its application to a number of streaming scenarios such as [4] . Still, there were some important limitations of the initial framework that were overcome by an advanced framework for RaDiO video streaming proposed in [51, which was subsequently extended to cover streaming over multiple network paths, distributed streaming from multiple servers, streaming from an intermediate network proxy, and streaming with rich acknowledgements [61. In general, however, the performance improvements due to the RaDiO streaming come at the price of increased computational complexity due to the optimization framework employed Jacob Chakareski wits a summer researcher a1 HP Labs, Palo Allo.
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Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305 for computing the optimal schcdulcs. This effect is exacerhatcd by thc fact that optimal packct schcdulcs nccd to be recomputed at evcry new transmission instance of video packets. Therefore. convcntionill RaDiO techniques may bc too coniplex for current video strcaming systcms. To address this issue this pap" proposcs two lechniqucs for low-complexity RaDiO streaming. The techniques again compute optimal packet schedules i o a Lagrangian framework, however with a dramatically rcduccd complexity. as compared to the conventional RaDiO techniques.
This papcr continues by presenting our model for the communication process in Section 2 , which is uscd by some of the systems when computing packet schcdulcs. Section 3 presents the two proposed techniques ror low-complcxity RaDiO streaming. The complexity ofthe various techniques is briefly described in Section 4, and Section 5 examines and compares the performancc of the various streaming techniques.
CHANNEL CHARACTERIZATION
The forward and thc backward channel on a network path between a server and a client arc modeled as independent time-invariant packet erasure channels with random delay. Hence. they are completely specified with the probabilities of packet loss L F and L B .
and the probability densities of the transmission delay p x and p a , respectively. This means that if the media server sends a packel on the forward channel at time t, then the packet is lost with probability C F . However, if the packet is not lost, then it arrives at the client at time 1'. where the forward trip time FTT = t' -t i s randomly drawn according to the probability density P F . Therefore, we let P { F T T > T } = L F + (1 -f~) Jr-pF(t)dt denote the probability that a packet transmitted by the server at time t does not arrive at the client application by timet + T. whether it is lost in the network or simply delayed by more than T . Then similarly,
ability that an acknowledgment transmitted by the client at timet d m s not arrive at the server by timet + T , whether it is lost in the network or simply delayed by more than T . Finally, these induce a probability LR = l -( l -c~) ( l -e~) oflosingapacketeitheron the forward or backward channd, and a round trip time distribution
is the convolution of p~ and pa. Note that P{RTT > T } is the probability that the server does not receive an acknowledgement packet by time t + 7 for a data packet transmitted at timet.
TWO TECHNIQUES FOR LOW-COMPLEXITY RADIO STREAMING
We first introduce some necessary notation. Let there be L frames in the video sequence. In the following, we use the terms frames 0-7803-8554-3104R20.00 02004 IEEE.
and packets interchangeably, as it is assumed that every video frame comprises a single transmission packet. Note, however. that our analysis also applies to thc more general case when video frames are packetized into multiple packets. Now, let D ( k ) denutc the mtdl MSE distortion that afflicts a video sequence associated with the single isolated loss of frame k. Figure I Note that the abovc model assumes additivity of the distortions associated with individual packet losses, ignoring interdcpxdcttcies between the eftccts of lost packets, which docs not necessarily hold true when individual packet losses are not spaced sufticiently far apart with respect to the intra-refresh period, as recognized in [7] . Still, due to its simplicity and convenience for mathematical manipulations the additive model has found a number of applications in streaming and modelling of packetized media, such as [8-
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. Therefore. we also employ this model in our two techniques for low-complexity (LC) RaDiO streaming, as discussed next.
Technique 1: LC RaDiO 1
Let x = ( T I , nz, . . . , T L ) be the vector of transmission schedules orpolicies, one forevery frame in the video sequence. Then, using our additive model from above, we define the expected distortion V ( x ) for the video presentation to be as follows
where € ( T I ) is the expected error, or the probability that frame 1
is not delivered to the client on time given the transmission policy
to be the transmission rate induced by the policy vector x , where BI is the size of frame 1 in bytes and p ( m ) is the expected cost, or the expected number of transmitted bytes per source byte (under policy T I ) . Formally, we are interested in tinding the policy vector x that minimizes V ( x ) subject to a constraint on R ( x ) . As in conventional RaDiO techniques, we achieve this by minimizing the Lagrangian J ( x ) = D ( r ) + X R ( x ) for some Lagrange multiplier X > 0, thus achieving a p i n t on the lower convex hull of the set of all achievable distortion-rate pairs. However, note that due to the employed additive model our expression for the expected distortion V ( x ) is much simpler than those typically found in conventional RaDiO techniques such as [3, 5] . In particular, we replace the individual distortion reductions Ad1 associated with every tiame 1 in the conventional RaDiO techniques with the total distortions D(1) given above. This allows us to implicitly account
I=,
for decoding dcpcndencies and error concealment without an increase in computational complexity. On the other hand, conventional RaDiO techniques h a w to explicitly account for these two i n their model for V ( x ) , leading to significant computational overhead since conventional RaDiO tcchniques have to take an expectation over a much larger number of prospective events associated with rrceiving or not receiving on time various video packets.
In addition, due tothe additive model wecan alsocontpute the optimal transmission schedules with a much smaller complexity. Specifically, it can be shown that duc to the independcnce between diffcrent video frames imposed by the additive model the optimal policy vector a* that minimizes J ( r ) is given by
where A' = XBl/D(l). Note that ill thc expression ahovc we need tu cyclc through every lrame only once when computing the optimal transmission policies. On thc othcr hand, to solve for a* conventional RaDiO techniques employ a gradient dcsccnt algorithm which iteratively cycles through all frames till convergence. We compute the optimal individual policies i n ( I ) by enumerating all possible policies T . plotting the errur-cost performances
{ ( p (~) , t (~) ) }
in the error-cost plane, and producing an operational error-cost function fur our scenario.
In the Ibllowing, we provide expressions for the expectederrorcost for a policy T in the casc of sender-driven streaming
where to, t l , . . . , ~N -I are N discrete transmission opportunities at which a video packet can be transmitted prior to its delivery deadline t D T s . Furthermore, a, are transmission actions according to which the sender sends (a, = 1) or docs not send (a, = 0) the video packet at every transmission opportunity ti. In essence, the transmission actions a, comprise the transmission policy T , i.e.. T = (ao, a,, . . . , aN-l) . Finally, formoredetailsoncomputing the optimal individual policies in RaDiO strcaming, $e refer the reader to prior works such as [3] .
Technique 2: LC RaDiO 2
This streaming technique is even less computationally complex than the prior one. In the following, we explain the operations of Technique 2 in detail. Let W be a window of packets considered for transmission at a given time instant. We would like to find the subset of packets from W that should be transmitted such the total distortion associated with the video packets from W is minimized, while at the same time a transmission rate constraint is met.
Alternatively, the problem can be phrased as follows. What is the subset of packets k E W that should be dropped, i.e., not transmitted, such the total distortion is minimized, while meeting at the same time a rate constraint for the packets from W that will be transmitted. Using the additive model for the total distortion from Section 3 and the method of Lagrange multipliers this alternative formulation of the optimization problem under consideration can be written as where Ni i s the number of iterations of the gradient descent also-
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

,
This section investigates the end-to-end distortion-rate performance for streaming packetized video content using different algorithms.
The video sequences are coded using J M 2.1 of the 1vTM.264 video compression standard. Three standard test video sequences i n QCIF format are used, Foreman, Mother and Daughter (MthrDhtr), and Carphone. Each sequence i s coded at 10 fps, resulting in I30 coded frames, with a constant quantization level for an average Y-PSNR of about 36 dB, and a Croup of Pictures (COP) size of 20 frames, where each COP consists of an I frame followed by 19 consecutive P frames. Four closed-loop streaming systems are employed in the experiments, out of which three are RaDiO.
Conv. RaDiO i s a streaming system that employs a conventional
RaDiO technique for packet scheduling such as the one from [SI.
LC RaDiO I and LC RnDiO 2 are streaming systems that employ respectively the two techniques for low-complexity RaDiO packet scheduling presented in this paper. Finally, the streaming system labelled Oblivious is a conventional streaming system which does not take into account the importance of individual packets in terms of reconstruction distortion. In particular, when making transmission decisions, Oblivious does not distinguish between two packets that contain two different P frames, except for the size of the packets. Therefore, Oblivious randomly chooses between two P-frame packets of the same size, for example, when i t needs to reduce the number of transmitted packets. Similarly, transmissions of new packets and retransmissions o f old lost packets are also performed in a random order by this system. ~
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In all four systems, packets arc considered for transmission in overlapping windows o f variable size, similar to, e.g., [3] . At each transmission opportunity LCRoDiO 2 and Obliviousconsider for retransmission only those packets from the transmission window whose last transmission has not been acknowledged within ~L R + 3urr seconds from the current transmission opponunity.
where ~L I I and U R are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, o f the round-trip time. The Lagrange multiplier X is fixed lor the entire presentation for all three RaDiO systems. Performance is measured in terms o f the luminance peak signal-to-noise ratio (Y-PSNR) in dB of the end-to-end distortion, averaged over the duration of the video dip, as a function of the avcragc transmission rate (Khps) on the forward channel. In the experiments we use 6M) ms for the playhack delay. Oblivious with a significant margin over the whole range o f transmission rates, with a gain of at least 6 d8 for rates o f 65-90 Kbps, and a maximum gain o f about 8 dB at 80 Kbps. Furthermore, LC RaDiO I provides about 0.5 dB gain over LC RrrDiO 2 at high rates, increasing to almost 2 dB at lower rates. Finally, the performance loss of Con". RuDiO with respect to "UD bound' is on the order of 1-2 dB and is due to the late loss o f media (packets arriving at the receiver after their delivery deadline) and unnecessary retransmissions due to late or lost acknowledgements.
For streaming the Mother and Daughter sequence, once again Conv. RaDiO outperforms both LC RaDiO 1 and LCRoDiO 2 over the whole range of transmission rates under consideration, while LC RnDiO 1 0 do the same with respect to Oblivious. However, the differences in performance is not as pronounced as for Foreman. For example, the performance difference between Conv. RaDiO and LC RaDiO / R i s within about 1 dB. Simitarly, LC RaDiO I f 2 provide 2-4 dB gain over Ob/ivious for most transmission rates. Finally. LC RuDiO I and LC RaDiO 2 provide very similar performance over the whole range of transmission rates. The smaller range o f performance variation across the four systems for Mother & Daughter is due to its comparably less motion than Foreman. leading to a smaller reduction in quality incurred for a lost or late packet since error concealment can be more effective. Finally. the relative performance results for streaming Carphone are similar to those observed for streaming Foreman, therefore we do not discuss these results in great detail. We just note that for transmission rates greater than 80 Kbps the performance o f Conv RaDiO and LC RuDiO I f 2 are within about 1 dB, and the gains o f LCRoDiO I f 2 over Oblivious are about 3 dB for most of the range o f transmission rates.
Several important observations follow from these experiments.
Conv. RaDiO outperforms the other streaming systems with a margin that is usually substantial. This i s expected as Conv. RaDiO employs an optimization framework for computing its transmission schcdulcs that i s far more sophisticated and accurate than the techniques employcd by the other systcms. At the same time, this comes at the price o f a much higher computational complexity. Therefore, i t i s encouraging to see that LC RaDiO lf2 provide a significant fraction or the performance provided by Con". RoDiO while requiring significantly less complexity. Moreover. the appeal o f LC RaDiO lR becomes even stronger when we note the suhstantial performance gains, reaching up to 8 dB. that they offer over systems such as Oblivious, which can he thought of as a represcntative example o f streaming systems used in practicc today. In particular, LC RrcDiO 2 provides this significant performancc gain with a complexity that is of the same order as that of Oblivious.
Furthermorc, as the playout delay incrcascs, we expect that thc difference in perfnrmance between the KD bound and con^ RaDiO and LC RaDiO I f 2 will decrease. This is because thc numbcr of possible retransmissions p"r mcdia packet will incrcasc and moreover the time intrrval between retransmissions can be increased thus allowing any prvspective acknowledgcments to arrive before the next retransmission takes placc. Hence, all of these U-D optimized schcmes will provide significantly better performance than
Oblivious, and more importantly we expect that LC RrrDiO I f 2 will providc approximately the Same perforniance as Conti RaDiO while requiring significantly lower complexity.
CONCLUSIONS
This papcr proposes two techniques for low-complexity R-D optimized packet scheduling. The techniques enable computing optimal schedules for packet transmissions with a considerably lower complexity than that o f conventional algorithms for R-D optimized streaming. Our experimental results demonstrate that thc proposed techniques provide substantial performance improvements over conventional non-U-D optimized streaming systems, and a significant fraction o f the benefits provided by the high-complexity U-D optimized streaming systems. This i s very promising as ,our techniques have low computational complexity and therefore are quite suitable for on-line optimized streaming.
